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Model: 2850
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Article: 112-0659
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UPC: 888338337018

2850
High-Capacity Bill Counter
Rapidly count your bills
Safescan’s 2850 rapidly counts single-denomination bills while simultaneously checking all bills for counterfeits using up to three different security 

features. The 2850 is perfect for counting large stacks of sorted cash quickly. Thanks to its smart design, high-definition touch screen and intelligent 

features, your cash management will be easier, faster and more accurate than ever.

- Banknote counter that counts sorted bills for all currencies
- Counts up to 1,500 bills per minute
- Rapidly counts bills thanks to its large hopper capacity and 

continuous feeding
- Checks bills for counterfeits using up to three security features:
- Ultraviolet (UV), Magnetic (MG) and Size
- Stops counting and presents an audio and visual alarm when a 

suspected bill is detected
- Visual & Audio alarms when suspected counterfeit is detected

- Adds up the number of counted bills across different runs with the add
function

- Calculates the value per denomination with the calculator function
- Creates equal quantity stacks of bills using its automated batch

function
- Easily operated thanks to high definition touch screen with multi-

lingual interface and quick menu
- Regularly displayed maintenance reminders promote periodic cleaning

and ensure a long service life.

Internal parts and sensors can easily be 
cleaned by opening the top panel

Displays a detailed message when a suspected 
bill is detected

High definition touch display with multi-lingual 
interface and quick menu
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Technical specifications
Product type:  

Counting speed:  

Detection method:  

Hopper / stacker capacity:  

Availble interface languages:  

Display:  

Dimensions (WxHxD):  

Weight:  

Power:  

Certafications / Compliancies: 

Bill counter
Counts up to 1,500 bills per minute 

Ultraviolet, magnetic ink and size

500 (top), 220 (bottom)

EN, DE, ES, FR, IT, NL, SC, TC, JP
High definition 3.5 inch color touchscreen 

10.2 x 10 x 10 inch

6.4 kg

110V-240V

CE, WEEE, RoHS, REACH

Warranty
3 years

Package contents
- Safescan 2850

- Power cord

- Cleaning & service kit

- Dust cover

- Quick installation guide

Accessories

Safescan Cleaning Cards
Art. no: 152-0663


